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Abstract.

Understanding the dependence of the H-mode power threshold, PLH, on the main

ion composition is crucial for H-mode operation in ITER. In this work, H-mode power

threshold studies conducted at ASDEX Upgrade are presented. These were performed

in hydrogen plasmas with helium doping and in mixed hydrogen-deuterium plasmas.

PLH stays constant in hydrogen plasmas with helium doping up to cHe = 20 %. Power

balance calculations with the transport code ASTRA show that the edge ion heat flux

at the L-H transition is independent of helium concentration and applied auxiliary

heating, supporting that a critical edge ion heat flux is needed to enter H-mode. A

non-linear dependence of PLH on the relative hydrogen content is found. PLH and the

edge ion heat flux are constant at the level of pure deuterium for nH/(nH+nD) between

0 and 0.5 and constant on the level of pure hydrogen for nH/(nH + nD) between 0.8

and 1.

Submitted to: Nucl. Fusion

1. Introduction

For ITER operation in the high confinement mode (H-mode) it is important to

understand the dependence of the H-mode power threshold, PLH, on the main ion

composition. Not only will fusion operation be performed in mixed deuterium-tritium

(D-T) plasmas, but also the pre-fusion power operation will be performed in helium (He)

or, preferentially, in hydrogen (H) plasmas. Access to H-mode during this early stage

† See the author list of H. Meyer et al. 2019 Nucl. Fusion 59 112014
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would allow for important subsystem tests, such as edge-localized mode mitigation and

suppression systems.

However, PLH(H) is about two times higher than PLH(D) [1–3]. Therefore, ways of

decreasing PLH(H) are desired to maximize the H-mode operational window in ITER.

This is particularly important during the first stage of pre-fusion power operation

(PFPO-1), when only limited auxiliary heating, namely solely wave heating, will be

available [4].

At JET a reduction of PLH(H) by up to 40 % is observed in neutral beam heated

H plasmas when a He concentration of up to 10 % is added. Moreover, in ion cyclotron

resonance wave heated (ICRH) plasmas without He doping, a non-linear increase of

PLH with increasing relative hydrogen content, nH/(nH + nD), is found [5]. Recently,

dedicated experiments were performed at ASDEX Upgrade (AUG) to address these

points. In the following we present the results obtained from the PLH studies in H

plasmas with He doping and in mixed hydrogen-deuterium (H-D) plasmas.

2. Methodology

2.1. Experimental Approach

The H-mode power threshold was measured in consecutive discharges in pure H plasmas

(nH/(nH + nD) ≈ 0.95), into which an increasing amount of He was added. In a second

sequence of discharges nH/(nH + nD) was scanned by changing the hydrogenic species

of the gas fuelling.

All experiments were performed at a plasma current of 800 kA and a toroidal

magnetic field of 2.5 T at the magnetic axis, with q95 = 5. Slow power ramps were

designed to trigger the L-H transition, i.e. the transition from the low confinement

mode (L-mode) to H-mode. In figure 1 (a) and (b) the power ramps of two example

discharges are shown.

Two different heating schemes were employed to influence the ratio of direct electron

to ion heating: electron cyclotron resonance wave heating (ECRH), which exclusively

heats the electrons, and neutral beam injection (NBI), which, in these discharges,

preferentially heated the ions. The ECRH power ramp was made of 200 kW steps

central X2 heating (see figure 1 (a)) [6]. NBI blips of 2 MW and a duration of 12 ms

were programmed at the very end of each heating step for charge exchange recombination

spectroscopy (CXRS) measurements [7].

The NBI power ramp as depicted in figure 1 (b) (smoothed over 50 ms) was

achieved by modulation of the neutral beams. The injected neutral species of the

NBI was hydrogen for dominant H plasmas, i.e. nH/(nH + nD) > 0.5, and deuterium

for dominant D plasmas. In both power ramps the power steps were sufficiently long

(150 ms in dominant H plasmas and 200 ms in dominant D plasmas) to reach steady-

state conditions before the next heating step (τth(D) ≈ 140 ms and τth(H) ≈ 80 ms). In

the NBI heated discharges 600 kW of central ECRH was also applied to avoid tungsten
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Figure 1. Time evolution of two example discharges used for PLH studies in mixed

ion species plasmas employing two different heating schemes: (a) ECRH and (b) NBI

power ramp with total injected power and main chamber radiation reconstructed from

bolometry, (c) and (d) line-integrated core and edge densities and stored energy, (e)

and (f) shunt current signal of the outer divertor used for determination of the L-H

transition (indicated by dashed lines).

(W) accumulation.

The W concentration at the L-H transition was below the detection limit of

0.2× 10−5 in all discharges. Consequently, the plasma core radiation, Prad,main (see

figure 1 (a) and (b)), reconstructed from bolometry [8], was low. At the L-H transition

Prad,main varied between 200 and 500 kW, which accounts for 10 to 20 % of PLH. No

systematic dependence of Prad,main on the applied external heating nor on the plasma

composition was found, therefore, radiation losses were not taken into account in the

determination of PLH.

PLH is taken as the net input power, Pnet = Pheat − dWMHD/dt (see figure 1 (a)

and (b)), averaged over 50 ms before the L-H transition, with Pheat being the absorbed

heating power from all the heating contributions with their respective losses and WMHD

the plasma stored energy (see figure 1 (c) and (d)).

In all cases the L-H transition was triggered by a beam blip. Note, the beam blips

delivered 2 MW for about 12 ms, but as the slowing down and the energy confinement

time are much longer, the perturbation of Pnet due to the beam blip was on the order

of 100 to 200 kW, which is taken into account in the uncertainties of PLH.

The L-H transition (indicated by vertical dashed lines in figure 1) is identified as the

time point where the plasma starts to develop improved particle and energy confinement.
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This can be seen in the time traces as a sudden rise of the stored energy and the edge

electron density (see figure 1 (c) and (d)). At this time point the plasma enters the

oscillatory regime of L-H dithers, which is terminated by the first type-I ELM [9, 10].

In all investigated discharges this dithering phase is short, so that the first type-I ELM

occurs within the same power step or, the latest, in the following one. This implies

that the power required to get the first type-I ELM is at most 200 kW higher than

the here determined PLH. To pinpoint the L-H transition, also time traces of magnetic

measurements (Mirnov coils) and the shunt current signal of the outer divertor (see figure

1 (e) and (f)) were analysed, which both show the signature of the L-H dithers [11].

All discharges were performed close to or slightly above the density minimum of

PLH to ensure efficient energy transfer between electrons and ions [12]. In AUG D and H

plasmas the density minimum is at about 4.5× 1019m−3 [13]. Feed forward gas puffing

with puffing rates of 3× 1021 el/s (D) and 5× 1021 el/s (H) was used to get the desired

densities (see figure 1 (c) and (d)).

For diagnostic purposes small amounts of nitrogen (N) were injected into the

plasma, but not during the very first power ramp, such that a N-free reference is

available. The low-Z impurity content was monitored with CXRS [14], which delivered

nitrogen and boron concentrations below 0.1 %. A Zeff measurement from visible

Bremsstrahlung [15] gives radially averaged Zeff values of 1.2 to 1.3 for all discharges

except for the discharges with He concentrations above 10 % to 20 %. For the latter,

Zeff increases from 1.5 up to 1.7.

The He density was calculated from plume-corrected CXRS measurements [16].

The volume average of the He concentration, cHe = nHe/ne, up to ρtor = 0.9 was taken,

as no strong gradients in cHe were observed. The relative hydrogen content within the

confined plasma region was measured by means of a neutral particle analyser [?].

2.2. Power Balance Calculations

Following the findings from [12] and [17] that a critical value of the ion heat flux at the

plasma edge, Qi,edge, has to be achieved in order to enter H-mode, the surface-integrated

ion and electron heat fluxes, Qi and Qe, evaluated at ρtor = 0.95, were determined at

the L-H transition by power balance analysis with the transport code ASTRA [18].

To compute the power deposition and, thus, the contribution of direct electron and ion

heating by ECRH and NBI to Qe and Qi, respectively, the microwave beam tracing code

TORBEAM [19] and the real-time NBI code RABBIT [20] were coupled to ASTRA.

In the above described discharges an important contribution to Qi is the collisional

heat exchange between electrons and ions, pei, where

pei ∝ n2
e

Zi

Ai

Te − Ti
T

3/2
e

, (1)

with ne the electron density radial profile, Te the electron temperature radial profile and

Ti the ion temperature radial profile and Zi and Ai are the charge and mass of the ion

species, respectively. As can be seen from equation 1, pei strongly depends on the input
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electron and ion kinetic profiles, thus special care in their determination was taken.

The Te and ne profiles, evaluated by integrated data analysis of several diagnostics [21],

were averaged over 50 ms long time slices of the steady-state phases preceding the L-H

transitions. For the Ti profiles the CXRS measurements acquired during the last beam

blip before the L-H transition were averaged.

The two hydrogenic species were considered as one species with an effective mass

between one and two, depending on the measured nH/(nH + nD). Furthermore, up

to three impurity species densities were taken into account in the power balance

calculations.

3. Results

3.1. Power Threshold and Edge Ion Heat Flux in H Plasmas with He Doping

Figure 2 (a) displays measurements of PLH in H plasmas (nH/(nH + nD) ≈ 0.95) with

increasing cHe from below 1 % to almost 20 %, showing no dependence of PLH on cHe.

This holds for both the NBI and the ECRH discharges, although for the former only the

range of cHe ≈ 1− 5 % could be investigated, while for the latter a fine scan of cHe up to

10 % was performed. The line-integrated density varied in these experiments from 4.4

to 5.8× 1019m−3, where the highest densities were reached in the discharges with the

largest amount of He.

A comparison of PLH with the respective value of Pscal,08 = 0.0488 n̄0.717
e B0.803

tor S0.941,

with n̄e the line-averaged electron density in 1020 m−3, Btor the toroidal magnetic field

at the magnetic axis in T and S the plasma surface in m2 [22], is shown in figure 2 (b).

Note, the fact that at the density minimum PLH(H) matches Pscal,08, which is computed

for D plasmas, has been also reported earlier in [23] and will be discussed in section

3.2. Although the absolute values between the observed PLH and the scaling do not

agree, the density dependencies of H and D plasmas in the high density branch are well

reproduced by the scaling [23]. Thus, taking the ratio PLH/Pscal,08 adequately accounts

for variations in the plasma density also in the conditions of the present experiments.

However, as can be seen in figure 2 (b), no significant decrease of PLH(H)/Pscal,08 with

increasing cHe is found. This observation, namely that PLH(H) stays constant with cHe

up to 20 %, is in line with former observations at AUG. Then a decrease of PLH(H) to

PLH(He), which is the same as PLH(D) in AUG, was only seen for cHe > 30 % [24].

The absolute values of PLH(H), which are between 2.2 and 3 MW, are about

2×PLH(D) (see also figure 4 (a)), which is consistent with the simple isotope dependence

of PLH [1–3]. Figures 2 (a) and 2 (b) also show consistently higher values of PLH(H) in

the NBI heated discharges. An explanation for this increase of PLH by 500 kW is found

in the power balance calculations for these discharges, which show that to achieve the

critical Qi,edge at the L-H transition, more NBI heating than ECRH is needed.

In figure 2 (c) Qi,edge at the L-H transition is plotted against cHe. It stays constant

at a value of 2.2 MW, independent of the He concentration and the applied external
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Figure 2. H-mode power threshold (a), divided by the H-mode power threshold in

pure D plasmas derived from the multi-machine scaling presented in [22] (b) and edge

ion heat flux at the L-H transition (c) in H plasmas with He doping versus the volume-

averaged He concentration.

heating. In contrast, the calculations show that Qe,edge is systematically lower for the

ECRH than the NBI heated discharges at the L-H transition, what directly translates

into the lower PLH. The counter intuitive observation that Qe,edge is smaller with ECRH

than with NBI heating can be explained by pei being the dominant contribution to Qi,

which is known to influence heat transport in hydrogen discharges [25].

From equation 1 it becomes clear that in H plasmas pei is larger than in D plasmas

due to the Zi/Ai dependence. Moreover, at the L-H transition (Te − Ti)/T 3/2
e is in a

regime where pei increases with increasing Te. Thus, at constant density, a reduction of

(Te − Ti) leads to a reduction of pei. Figure 3 shows profiles of Qi (solid line) and Qe

(dashed line) for an ECRH (a) and a NBI (b) heated discharge and their corresponding

Qei ((c) and (d)), the volume integral of pei. Qei is calculated with the electron and ion

temperature profiles depicted in figure 3 (e) and (f), respectively. With ECRH only
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Figure 3. Radial profiles of the surface-integrated ion (solid) and electron (dashed)

heat flux (a) and (b), the surface-integrated heat flux due to equipartition (c) and (d)

and the input ion (solid) and electron (dashed) temperature profiles (e) and (f) for an

ECRH and a NBI heated discharge, respectively.

the electrons are heated in the plasma center, hence (Te − Ti) is large and Qei is the

only contribution to Qi, leading to a strong reduction of Qe,edge. In contrast, in the NBI

heated cases, also ions are heated directly and, additionally, the NBI exhibits a broad

deposition profile, which leads to a decrease of (Te − Ti) over the whole radial range,

thus, to a lower Qei and, consequently, to a higher Qe,edge.

Since at AUG it has been observed that Qi,edge is critical for the L-H transition [12],

which is constant in these discharges, the lowerQe,edge in the ECRH compared to the NBI

heated discharges leads to a lower PLH. Hence, the power balance calculations provide

an explanation for a higher PLH in H plasmas in NBI compared to ECRH discharges,

which does not rely on differences in the toroidal rotation as found in [3].

The increase of PLH due to increased plasma rotation caused by the co-current

NBI torque input can not be excluded, since its influence on Qi,edge can not be

disentangled from the effect of direct ion heating in the presented discharges. However,

its contribution is within the error bars of the determination of Qi,edge : The total torque

input introduced by the beam blips is negligible for the ECRH plasmas and the edge

toroidal rotation, measured at ρtor = 0.95, is between -5 and 5 km/s. In the case of the

NBI heated plasmas the total torque input at the L-H transition is about 2 Nm This

leads to an edge toroidal rotation of 10 to 15 km/s, which, according to [12], would result

in an increase of PLH by 100 to 200 kW.

These AUG PLH studies can be directly related to the conditions during ITER

PFPO-1, where H-mode operation in H plasmas at the density minimum is foreseen
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with dominant electron heating. The experiments suggest that admixture of He to H

plasmas will not lower PLH(H). On the other hand the findings underline again the

importance of Qi,edge for the H-mode access. This gives more confidence to use the

existing scaling of the density minimum, which is based on the assumption of a critical

edge ion heat flux at the L-H transition, for extrapolation the density minimum in

ITER [4,12]. The observation that a critical Qi,edge at the L-H transition is needed also

implies that in plasmas where Qei is the dominant contribution to Qi, the transport

properties of the confined plasma set the condition for the H-mode access. This is the

case in the presented AUG experiments and will also be the case in ITER.
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Figure 4. H-mode power threshold (a), divided by the H-mode power threshold in

pure D plasmas derived from the multi-machine scaling presented in [22] (b) and edge

ion heat flux at the L-H transition (c) in mixed hydrogen-deuterium plasmas versus

the relative hydrogen content.
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3.2. Power Threshold and Edge Ion Heat Flux in H-D Plasmas

Figure 4 (a) shows the non-linear dependence of PLH on nH/(nH + nD). At AUG, PLH

remains constant at the level of pure D up to nH/(nH + nD) = 0.5 and it is constant

at the level of pure H for nH/(nH + nD) > 0.8. These findings differ from the JET

results, where a strong increase of PLH was observed at nH/(nH + nD) = 0 to 0.2 and

nH/(nH + nD) = 0.9 to 1 [5].

The line-averaged density in the experiments varied from 3.6 to 4.7× 1019m−3.

To account for the density variation, the measured PLH values were divided by Pscal,08

from [22], which is shown in figure 4 (b). As can be seen in figure 4 (b), the non-linear

dependence of PLH on nH/(nH +nD) does not change, but the absolute values show that

the scaling of [22] overestimates PLH in such a way that PLH(H) is roughly at the level

of Pscal,08(D) and PLH(D) is overestimated almost by a factor of 2.

This reduction of PLH at AUG is favourable for ITER PLH predictions, since it can

be attributed to two effects, which also apply to ITER. First, the multi-machine scaling

was determined for the high-density branch, i.e. for densities higher than the density

minimum. The present experiments were conducted close to the density minimum of

PLH and there the scaling overestimates PLH slightly (see also figure 5 in [23]). Second,

the multi-machine scaling was mostly deduced from PLH data in carbon wall tokamaks

(about 11 % of the selected data were from a metal wall device, namely Alcator C-Mod

with a molybdenum wall) [22]. In 2007 AUG was equipped with a first wall and divertor

surface completely made from tungsten and since then a reduction of PLH(D) by up to

30 % compared to the carbon wall was observed [23]. This reduction of PLH is also seen

at JET since the operation with the beryllium/tungsten (ITER-like) wall [26].

In D plasmas no difference of PLH or Qi,edge between ECRH and NBI heated

discharges is seen. This could be explained by the fact that pei is less important

in D plasmas. It is strongly reduced due to its Zi/Ai dependence, see equation 1.

Consequently, there is no difference in Qe,edge at the L-H transition between ECRH and

NBI heated discharges and, therefore, also not in PLH. On the other hand, in D plasmas

also PLH is so low that in NBI heated discharges no substantial external torque by the

NBI is introduced (about 0.5 Nm). This makes that the differences in toroidal rotation

at the L-H transition between ECRH and NBI heated discharges are small, and, thus,

no difference in PLH is observed between the two heating schemes. Toroidal velocity

measurements at the plasma edge are, however, not available for these discharges.

Measurements of PLH between nH/(nH + nD) = 0.5 and 0.8, the region where

the transition from PLH(D) to PLH(H) can be expected to take place, have not been

performed yet, but are planned for the upcoming hydrogen campaign at AUG.

4. Summary and Outlook

H-mode power threshold studies in mixed ion species plasmas, conducted at AUG, are

presented. Experiments were performed in H plasmas with He concentrations of 1 to
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20 %. A reduction of PLH in H plasmas by He doping is not found, in contrast to recent

observations at JET [5]. This holds for both ECRH and NBI heated plasmas, although

for the latter PLH(H) is higher by about 30 %.

Power balance calculations performed for all these discharges show that Qi,edge at

the L-H transition is independent of the He concentration and applied auxiliary heating,

supporting the observation of Ryter et al. in [12] that a critical ion heat flux at the

plasma edge is crucial for the L-H transition. From these calculations it is also seen that

Qe,edge is higher in NBI compared to ECRH heated discharges, which can be ascribed

to the dominant role of pei to Qi under these experimental conditions. Thus, PLH(H) is

higher in NBI than in ECRH heated discharges, which is a complementary explanation

to the effect of increased toroidal rotation [3].

In mixed H-D plasmas a non-linear dependence of PLH on nH/(nH + nD) is found.

PLH is constant at the level associated with pure D up to nH/(nH + nD) = 0.5 and

constant on the pure-H level for nH/(nH + nD) > 0.8. Power balance calculations for a

subset of the performed discharges show that Qi,edge also follows this behaviour. This

dependence differs from the observed dependence at JET, where strongest changes of

PLH are mostly found at very low and very high nH/(nH + nD) [5].

The AUG results suggest that PLH is determined by the dominant plasma

species, in contradiction to the observations made at JET, where the minority species

strongly influences the behaviour of PLH. To give reliable predictions for ITER, further

experiments are planned at AUG, which will extend the H-mode power threshold

measurements and power balance calculations in mixed hydrogen-deuterium plasmas

to the range nH/(nH + nD) = 0.5 to 0.8. Additional focus will be on the determination

of edge electron and ion kinetic profiles, as well as radial electric field measurements

in the plasma edge at the L-H transition to improve the understanding of the L-H

transition and in particular its dependence on the isotope mass.
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